Lr.No. NFTE/AP/SSAs-WGL & KHM/2016

21-09-2016

Shri L.Anantharam. ITS.,
Chief General Manager Telecom
BSNL-AP Circle, Hyderabad
Respected Sir,
Sub :- Non settlement of Warangal – Khammam issues – Notice for one
day Dharna at circle office on 27-09-2016 by all the District
Secretaries of AP..
Ref :- C.O.ND. No. 6-1/2007-Testg , dated 7-5-2018 & 24-11-2014

****
In continuation of this union discussions with the CGMT and the circle
management so many times the issues were not sorted out and settled even lapses of two and
half months. The circle office has issued four orders to Warangal and two orders to Khammam,
but the same were not honoured and implemented by the PGM. As the PGM is reluctant and
adamant. The PGM is adopting biased and partisan attitude, favouring BSNLEU, harassing our
SSA office bearers. Consequently our office bearers/members are suffering and causing for
metal agony.
1. In Warangal SSA our SSA Secretary & Treasurer were transferred and thrown out of the
head quarters even though they got immunity and protected from the transfer from the
headquarter up to the recognition period of the union ie up to 18th May ‘2019 vide
CO,ND No. BSNL/5-1SR/2012(vo. II) dated 7-5-2015, The circle office quoted the CO,ND
orders and issued instructions to follow the orders strictly without any deviation. But
the PGM not cared the CGM’s instructions. Our office bearers are suffering from the last
two months.
2. In Khammam SSA the same PGM is holding the in charge of the SSA. He transferred the
36 TTs other sections by adopting pick & choose policy. He targeted NFTE office bearers
and thrown out against the rules. With a mollified intention he adopted DOB policy
which is against the CO,ND transfer policy dated 7-5-2018 & 24-11-2014 under section
‘D’ 13 (II). In this regard circle office instructions dated 12-8-2016 & 12-9-2016 were
not followed and thrown out into the dustbin.
The NFTE-BSNL,AP circle made its good efforts and made negotiations with the
CGMT for three times and too many times with the circle management to sort out the
issue with a peaceful manner but are in vain. We comprehended that the circle
management is unable to control the PGM. This is un healthy atmosphere. There will be
a limit for the patience of the employees. We are cooperating with the management for
the development of the organization with a larger interest in all aspect as per the
request of the CGMT, there by our circle is No.1position in many parameters.
Therefore we humbly request the circle management to settle the above two
genuine on or before 28-9-2016, failing which we unhappily constrain to conduct day
long Dharna at circle office on 30-09-2016 along with 23 District Secretaries & office
bearers to mitigated sufferings of our loyal members. Hope that the issues will be
settled at the earliest .
Thanking You, Sir,

Yours Sincerely

(Ch.Chandrsekhara Rao)
Circle Secretary
Copy to: The General Secretary, NFTE-BSNL,CHQ ND for immediate necessary action.

